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We are thrilled to present to you, the third edition of the 

SQLServerGeeks Magazine, July 2021. Time flies quickly. 

In this edition, we bring you fresh content from Ben Weissman, 

Josephine Bush, Erland Sommarskog, Niels Berglund & Amit Bansal. 

A massive thank you to all our authors. 

There’s intriguing content on Kubernetes, Auditing, SQL 

Performance, T-SQL Tips & Big Data Clusters. 

Our twinned community organization, DataPlatformGeeks, has 

announced fifteen webinars (LIVE STREAM) on a variety of 

technologies in Data, Analytics & AI space. These webinars are free 

to attend, scheduled in July & August. Check out the full schedule 

and reserve your seat. 

And important note: In a recent tragedy, Ahmad Osama, a SQL brain 

and a former SQL MVP, passed away at the tender age of 36. A 

prolific speaker, he delivered sessions for the global SQL 

community. An avid author, he wrote many books on Azure SQL. A 

humble & kind-hearted individual, he was always willing to help 

others, unconditionally. Ahmad is survived by his mother, sister, 

wife & two-month-old son. An unimaginable tragedy. Ahmad was 

the only earning member of his family. The fundraiser will support 

Ahmad's wife, Shakeeba Javed. She has not yet come to terms with 

this personal catastrophe. She has to rebuild, almost everything, a 

monumental task ahead of her. Let's support her so that she can 

give quality education & life to their son. Please donate generously. 

We love to hear from you and make improvements to the magazine. 

Make sure to give us your feedback so we can continue to provide 

quality content, well-curated to your interests. Write to us at 

Magazine@SQLServerGeeks.com 

Help us spread the word. Ask your friends and colleagues to 

subscribe to the magazine. 

From all of us at SQLServerGeeks, we wish you a pleasant read. 

Happy Learning. 

Yours Sincerely 
SQLServerGeeks Team 
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Deploying SQL Server on Kubernetes – in Less than 10 
Lines of Code (Page 1 of 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ou may have heard of Kubernetes – in my opinion the future platform for any kind of modern 

data platform deployment. But maybe you also heard how complicated it is and that you have 

to be a Linux Pro to use it? 

Well, how about me showing you, how to deploy SQL Server 2019 to a new Kubernetes cluster running 

in Azure (Azure Kubernetes Services) and all you need is a Windows Workstation and an Azure 

Subscription (a trial subscription is completely sufficient). And all that with effectively less than 10 

lines of code (using PowerShell)! 

So, what exactly are we going to do? 

First, we’ll get our environment ready as as illustrated: 

 

More precisely, that means: 

1. We’ll install chocolatey, package manager for windows, on our workstation 

 

# Install Chocolatey 

[Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol = [Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol -bor 

[Net.SecurityProtocolType]::Tls12 

Set-ExecutionPolicy Bypass -Scope Process -Force; iex ((New-Object 

System.Net.WebClient).DownloadString('https://chocolatey.org/install.ps1'))  

 

 

Y 

Deploying SQL Server 
on Kubernetes – in 
Less than 10 lines of 
code 
Ben Weissman |      @bweissman 

https://twitter.com/bweissman
https://twitter.com/bweissman
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2. Then we’ll install the Azure CLI, the Kubernetes CLI and the SQL Server Command Line tools 

# Install Prerequisites 

choco install kubernetes-cli sqlserver-cmdlineutils azure-cli -y 

$env:Path = [System.Environment]::GetEnvironmentVariable("Path","Machine") + ";" + 

[System.Environment]::GetEnvironmentVariable("Path","User")   

 

3. This is – for reasons of code readability – followed by setting a few variables 

# Set some variables 

$Region="eastus" 

$Password="S@LServerGeeks2021!" 

$RG_Name="MySQLonAKS" 

$Cluster_Name="MyFirstAKS" 

# Set this to your individual Azure Subscription ID! 

$Subscription="" 

 

4. Using the Azure CLI, we will then log into our Azure account. 

# Login to Azure Account and set Subscription 
az login   

 

This will open a Web Browser and prompt you to sign in: 

 

 
 

And once you’ve signed in, it’ll confirm a successful login: 
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If you have multiple subscriptions, set the context to the correct subscription: 

az account set -s $Subscription  

 

5. Within our Azure Subscription, we’ll go ahead and create a resource group 

 
# Create Resource Group 
az group create --name $RG_Name --location $Region  

 

Creating resources in Azure through the Azure CLI by default results in a JSON output:  

 
 

6. Within that resource group, we’ll create an AKS cluster using the default settings which gives 

us a managed Kubernetes Cluster in Azure with three worker nodes.  

# Create AKS Cluster with default settings 

az aks create -n $Cluster_Name -g $RG_Name --generate-ssh-keys  

 

A worker node in a Kubernetes is the compute backbone of your cluster so the number of nodes and 

their size – in AKS, those are Azure VMs – will determine how your cluster will perform but also how 

reliably it’ll react to outages.  

With our cluster created, all we need to do is retrieve it’s credentials to our workstation to ensure 

connectivity to the cluster. We can verify the successful connection by, for example, listing all the 

worker nodes in the cluster through kubectl, the Kubernetes command line tool which we can use to 

manage any Kubernetes cluster: 

# Retrieve credentials and verify connectivity  

az aks get-credentials -n $Cluster_Name -g $RG_Name --overwrite-existing 

kubectl get nodes 

 
OK – now we have a Cluster. But what about SQL? 

Within that cluster, we’ll now need to create a couple of resources: 
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:  

1. The first thing we need is a secret which is how we’ll provide the SA password for 

our new SQL Server instance. 

# Create secret on Kubernetes Cluster for SA Password 

kubectl create secret generic mssql --from-literal=SA_PASSWORD=$Password  
 

Kubectl will confirm the creation of this secret: 
 

 
 

2. Using that secret, we can then deploy a Persistent Volume Claim (a pointer to actual phyiscal 

storage in Kubernetes which will also dynamically create a disk in Azure 

3. The SQL Server itself, deployed using a container image  

4. And a Service – which is Kubernetes‘ way of exposing a deployed application to make it 

accessible from outside the cluster – in our case from any machine with an internet 

connection.  

 

And we can deploy all that with just one line of code by pointing kubectl to a YAML manifest: 

# Deploy SQL Server 2019 

kubectl apply -f https://bookmark.ws/SQLonAKSManifest  

 

And kubectl will again confirm that it created the PVC, the deployment and the service:  

 

This command however only triggered the creation, so before we can really use this SQL Server, let’s 

use kubectl again to verify the state of these objects. 

# Check result 

kubectl get pvc,pods,service  
 

Your Pod should show as running and the mssql-deployment service should display an EXTERNAL-IP: 
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If this is not the case yet – give it some time. Kubernetes is an orchestrator for containers so what’s 

happening here in the background: Our Cluster will automatically download the SQL Server container 

image (and that can take time) before spinning it up into memory.  

Just re-run the previous command after a few minutes until you have the running pod and the external 

IP showing.  

But – that was more than 10 lines of code! 
Was it though? While the code we were using was indeed longer than 10 lines, that is only because of 

the extra checks, variables and formatting I gave you       

The only 10 lines that are totally required are: 

[Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol = [Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol -bor 

[Net.SecurityProtocolType]::Tls12 

Set-ExecutionPolicy Bypass -Scope Process -Force; iex ((New-Object 

System.Net.WebClient).DownloadString('https://chocolatey.org/install.ps1')) 

choco install kubernetes-cli sqlserver-cmdlineutils azure-cli -y 

$env:Path = [System.Environment]::GetEnvironmentVariable("Path","Machine") + ";" + 

[System.Environment]::GetEnvironmentVariable("Path","User")  

az login  

az group create --name $RG_Name --location $Region 

az aks create -n $Cluster_Name -g $RG_Name --generate-ssh-keys 

az aks get-credentials -n $Cluster_Name -g $RG_Name --overwrite-existing 

kubectl create secret generic mssql --from-literal=SA_PASSWORD=$Password 

kubectl apply -f https://bookmark.ws/SQLonAKSManifest  

 

Not that hard, right? 

And how can I use this SQL Server? 
Using the external IP of this service and the port from the manifest – which is 31433, we can now 

connect to our SQL Server using any SQL Client tool. We’ll simply stick to the command line, using 

sqlcmd.  

To make our commands easier to read and execute, I’ll start by storing the endpoint in a variable. 

# Retrieve the (dynamically created) endpoint 

$ServerIP=(kubectl get svc mssql-deployment --output jsonpath='{.status.loadBalancer.ingress[0].ip}')  

 

We can use this to, for example, verify the version of our SQL Server: 

# Check Version of SQL Server 

sqlcmd -S $ServerIP,31433 -U sa -P $Password -Q "SELECT @@VERSION"  

 

Our manifest was pointing to the latest CU, which was CU11 in my case: 
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To load some data into this cluster, I’ll go ahead and download a copy of AventureWorks2017. 

# Download Adventureworks2017 

curl -o AdventureWorks2017.bak 'https://github.com/Microsoft/sql-server-

samples/releases/download/adventureworks/AdventureWorks2017.bak'  

 

To copy this file into our cluster, I need the – again dynamically created – name of our pod so I will - 

similiarly to what we did with the IP address – use kubectl to retrieve the name, store it in a variable 

and copy the file to this target: 

# Copy Backup to the SQL Pod 

$Target=(kubectl get pod -l app=mssql -o jsonpath="{.items[0].metadata.name}")+ 

":var/opt/mssql/data/AdventureWorks2017.bak" 

kubectl cp AdventureWorks2017.bak $Target -c mssql 
 

With the file sitting in our pod, we can now restore it like any other backup on any other SQL server: 

# Restore AdventureWorks2017 

sqlcmd -S $ServerIP,31433 -U sa -P $Password ` 

    -Q "RESTORE DATABASE AdventureWorks2017 FROM DISK = 

'/var/opt/mssql/data/AdventureWorks2017.bak' WITH ` 

        MOVE 'AdventureWorks2017' to '/var/opt/mssql/data/AdventureWorks2017.mdf', ` 

        MOVE 'AdventureWorks2017_Log' to '/var/opt/mssql/data/AdventureWorks2017_log.ldf', 

NOUNLOAD, STATS = 5"  

 
And sqlcmd will also confirm, that the database has been successfully created: 

# Check that the AdventureWorks2017 database has been created 

sqlcmd -S $ServerIP,31433 -U sa -P $Password -Q "SELECT NAME FROM SYS.DATABASES" 
 

 
 

And when you’re done? 
Don’t forget to delete your resource group again, which will also delete the cluster and all associated 

resources to avoid any unnecessary or unexpected cost. 

# Delete everything 

az group delete --name $RG_Name  
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Want to learn more? 
I know – that was a very high-level article without providing much context. We mentioned a lot, from 

containers over Kubernetes, Azure CLI, Disks, Deployments, Services… There is no way to explain all 

this in an article in this magazine. The purpose of this article however was strictly to showcase how 

simple Kubernetes deployments can be! 

If you want to learn more about SQL Server on Kubernetes, join my friend Anthony E. Nocentino and 

myself for a Webinar on July 17th (https://www.dataplatformgeeks.com/events/)!  

 In addition to the Webinar, we have a book on the topic coming out 

(https://bookmark.ws/SQLonAKSBook) as well as a learning path ready for you on Pluralsight on 

Azure Kubernetes Services (https://www.pluralsight.com/paths/managing-and-orchestrating-

containers-with-azure-kubernetes-service-aks).  

Also, feel free to reach out to me on LinkedIn or Twitter!  

You will find the full script from this article at https://bookmark.ws/SQLonAKSFull. 

 

 

 

About Ben Weissman 

Ben Weissman, a Microsoft Data Platform MVP, has been working with SQL 

Server since SQL Server 6.5, mainly in the BI/Datawarehousing field. 

 

 

 
 

Non-Tech Ben Weissman 

When Ben isn’t working, he is you’ll probably find him playing with his daughter or out for a run. 

  

Questions?  Comments?  Talk to the author today.  Ben Weissman on Twitter. 

LEARN MORE 

Join Ben Weissman's and Anthony Nocentino's 

training class: “The Future of Deployment for Modern 

Data Platform Applications” at Data Platform Virtual 

Summit 2021. 

Learn More 

Want to write for the magazine? Comments? Feedback? Reach out to us at 

magazine@sqlservergeeks.com 
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Did you know? 

 

 

 

  

4 

3 

2 

1 
SQL Server can be installed on 

Linux from SQL Server 2017 

onwards. Learn More 

The plan stored in the Plan cache is 

Estimated Execution Plan but not 

Actual Execution Plan? Learn More 

A worker thread in SQL Server 

can spend only 4 milli seconds on 

the scheduler. Learn More 

The first Microsoft SQL Server database 

product was SQL Server v1.0, a 16-bit 

Relational Database for the OS/2 

operating system, released in 1989. 

Codename: Filipi. Learn More 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2016/03/07/announcing-sql-server-on-linux/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/performance/execution-plans?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/thread-and-task-architecture-guide?view=sql-server-ver15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Microsoft_SQL_Server
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n this article, you will learn how to setup SQL Server Audit with SQL Server Management Studio 

(SSMS) graphical interface.   

 
What is Auditing?  
Here in America when people hear auditing their first natural thought might be the internal revenue 

service auditing their taxes.  Pretty much everyone goes UGH if they are contacted because they are 

being audited.  It happened to me one time and the IRS person said hold on we think we owe you 

money!  It’s the assumption that when you are audited on your taxes, you will wind up having to pay.   

There is also the auditing when internal or external auditors come to your company to find out if you 

are following proper procedures.  Those can be scary, too, so it’s no wonder auditing may have a bad 

reputation.  Auditing in and of itself isn’t a bad a thing.  In fact, I would argue, it’s a good thing.  You 

want to make sure people are following proper procedures.  In the case of the IRS or auditors at your 

company, there are laws that have to be followed with punishments if you don’t follow them.   

In this article, what I’m talking about is auditing SQL Server to see what changes people are making at 

the server level or database level.  Things that they maybe shouldn’t be doing and could cause 

problems down the road.  The point of this auditing isn’t to punish people or get people in trouble, 

but more to shed light on possible issues or areas where you may need to tighten perms.    

Why should you audit?  
A lot of companies may not value auditing.  Some companies are required to audit because of 

regulations.  Even if your company isn’t required to audit, that shouldn’t stop you from auditing.  The 

reason I set it up auditing was because I would have people come to me saying something is broken, 

and they can’t figure out why.   

We also have many environments where too many people have access to change too many things.  

We are working on fixing that, but by having auditing, I was able to see who was changing what.  What 

a relief!  No more OMG why did this happen? and I can’t provide any insights.  I could say to them, 

well I don’t see anything database side, or this user changed the schema on the 5th.    

In the end, my company was acquired by a more heavily regulated company, and they needed the 

systems to be audited with proper reports reviewed weekly. My company was very pleased that I had 

already done the leg work making it easy for us to do the auditing.   Originally, the management at my 

I 

How to Audit SQL 
Server For Free 

Josephine Bush |     @hellosqlkitty 

https://twitter.com/hellosqlkitty
https://twitter.com/hellosqlkitty
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company didn’t think this was a priority, but I worked on it in between other projects, and basically 

built exactly what the new parent company needed without knowing they would need this.   Auditing 

can help you regardless of who says you need to do it.    

Problems Auditing can Solve 
Auditing can help you solve a lot of problems.  Like I said earlier, people come to you saying something 

is broken, why?  You are in the dark without auditing.  If you have the auditing setup you can see who 

changed something so maybe that change is what broke.   

You can also see if someone used something in the case of a table or a user.  We had a scenario where 

the sa password was handed out like candy.  This was such a bad idea, and we had to get users off of 

sa.  In order to do this, we had to know who was using sa.  You can’t just ask around and say “hi are 

you using sa on this server?”  You either get people who don’t respond or people who just don’t know 

or say they don’t have time to look.  We audited sa, got a list of users, and those users and their 

managers were contacted to say we have to move off sa, we see you are doing these things with sa, 

so let’s get you a username/password setup so you can continue to do the work you need to do.  As 

part of this, we also examined what people were doing to see if we could pair down on the level of 

perms they were granted in a production system.  Always going for least perms.  Most of these users 

didn’t even realize the power they had using sa, and all of them just used it in a way that was in 

alignment with their work.    

We did catch one guy sharing out his domain user and password to allow someone else to perform his 

job duties while he was out of the office, which is a huge no-no.  We’ve used auditing to see who might 

be using a shared account.  A sql user may have been setup originally for one purpose, but now it’s 

been shared around, and we don’t want different users using the same login period.   There was 

another case where the development team was trying to figure out what was writing to a table.  They 

could see updated data, but had no idea where it came from, so it’s another way auditing can help 

you.   

How to Audit SQL Server  
To audit SQL Server, you can use built-in functionality called SQL Server audit. It's good for capturing 

pretty much anything that happens on the database server. It’s very flexible and pretty easy to set up.  

I primarily use this for seeing any permissions or schema changes. You access it via SSMS and can also 

use scripts to set up and query the audit data.  This article will only cover setting it up in SSMS 

graphical interface, but you can definitely script it all out, too.  

SQL Server Audit Availability  
The first version that SQL Server audit was available in was 2008, and it was only in Enterprise edition. 

As of 2012 version, Microsoft expanded it to be available at server level with all editions, and then 

database auditing was still only in Enterprise.  By 2016 and onwards, you can do server and database 

auditing with any edition, so much nicer since a lot of people don’t only use Enterprise.   Just note 

these limitations if you are on older versions and wonder why you might not be able to do 

everything outlined in this article.  

Audit Requirements  
To make SQL Server auditing work you need two or three things depending on what you want to audit.   

• You're required to create an audit specification, and this will determine where you store 

audit data.  
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• You will also need one server and/or one database audit for audit data to actually write to 

the audit specification. Each audit specification can have one each server and database 

audit.  Those server and database audits are not dependent on each other.  

SQL Server Audit Use Cases  
The server audit is generally good for:   

• Auditing server level changes and/or all the databases at the same time.   

The database audit is good for:  

• Auditing one database or a subset of activities in one database.  

Let’s go through some examples so that you can see how that works.   

SQL Server Audit Setup via SSMS 
First, you need to create an audit specification.  This is where your audit data will be stored.  No 

audit data collects without this, and you can’t setup a server or database audit without first having 

an audit specification.  

In SSMS, you can create an audit specification by right clicking Audits under the Security section.   

 

 
You will then see a dialog box with lots of options.   How to configure each is included below the 
image.  
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Suggestions on how to configure your audit specification:  

• Audit name:  I tend to name it AuditSpecification or AuditSpecification_servername.    

• Queue delay: I always leave it at 1000. It's just the wait time in milliseconds before it audits. I 
never see any lag.  

• On Audit Log Failure:  I choose continue. I think fail operation and shut down server are too 
drastic. I'll just have a bunch of people screaming at me that there's something wrong with 
the server.  You may want to choose fail operation or shut down server if auditing is of the 
utmost importance like on a legal/financial reporting systems.  

o Continue - If the audit can't capture the statement, it keeps auditing. You might miss 
a statement here and there, but I doubt that happens very often, if at all.  

o Fail operation - If it can't audit, it's going to cause the statement to fail.  
o Shut down server - If it can’t audit, it’s going to literally do what it says, it's going to 

shut down the server.  

• Audit destination:  
o File - I always write to the file choice because it’s easiest for me. I don't have a lot of 

auditing restrictions. Yes, the auditors want to know what happened. They don't think 
that we're going in there secretly deleting audit files and not reporting what we said 
we would 

o Security log – this has more restrictions than writing to the application log 
o Application log - I could see application log writing if you have a Splunk application 

that reads all the logs and gathers them in a central repository  

• Path:  If you chose File for Audit Destination, then you need to choose a path.  Make sure 
don't put it on the C drive. Even though we’re going to limit the audit file sizes, you don’t want 
it accidentally filling up the C drive.  I don't usually put it on data drives or log drives either.  
We have an E drive for applications where I work, that's a great place for it to go.   

• I never let the audit just collect max files and max sizes.  I’ve found 4 files of 50MB each is 
good for my needs when collecting permissions and schema changes.   Your number and sizing 
of files depends on your needs.  If you have maximum files, and they're gigantic, then they’re 
next to impossible to query.   
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o Maximum files - 4  
o Maximum file size - 50 MB  

• Reserve disk space:  Since my files are quite small, I never check that.   
 

Once you’ve created it, it’s disabled by default.  Right click it to enable it. No data collects if you don't 
enable it.  
 

 

If you chose the file destination for your audit, once you enable it, an audit file is placed on disk.  
This is where the data will live for your server and database audits that you associate with that audit 
specification. As the data collects, this file is going to grow to 50 MB because that's what I specified in 
the configuration, and then it'll create another file up to four (again because I specified four files).  
Once the fourth file is full, it will delete the oldest file and create another new file. That's why it's 
important for you to know how often you want to collect the data from the audit files so you don’t 
miss any data.   

 

Audit Categories  
Before we get into creating a server audit specification, let’s talk a bit about audit categories.  There 
are three of them:  

• Server level - gets everything at the server level, but you can also audit all the databases if 
you configure database actions at the server level.  These capture permission changes and 
creating databases.  Includes any action that doesn’t start with schema or database  

• Database level - If you don’t want to audit all the databases the same way, then you can use 
the database level actions in each database to audit them separately.  These include data 
manipulation languages (DML) and data definition language (DDL) changes. Namely things at 
the database level.  Mainly, includes any action that starts with schema or database  

• Audit level - audits the changes you make to the audit specifications.  Turning an audit on or 
off is automatically captured and you don’t need to set that with the AUDIT_CHANGE_GROUP 
action.  

 
NOTE: You don’t want the same database actions turned on at the server level and the database 
level because then you are getting duplicate audit records. 
 
More information on server and database audit is provided in these links:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-

action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15#database-level-audit-action-groups 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-
action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15
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Creating a Server Audit  
The first of two optional audits is the server audit specification.  You can set up this under the security 
section of the server, and right click it to create a new one. 

 

A dialog box comes up and the options will be discussed below.  

 

Suggestions on how to configure your server audit specification: 

• Name:  I tend to name it ServerAuditSpecification or ServerAuditSpecification_servername.    

• Audit:  You need to associate it to your audit specification. There is a dropdown with your 
audit specifications listed.  You need this because this is where your audit data will live. 

• Actions: I'm capturing perms and schema changes at the server level, and in all the databases 
on the server. That's what these action types will do.  If you just want to capture server 
changes, you'd remove all the ones starting with database and schema. You don't have to fill 
out any of the other columns. they're not applicable to these action types.  
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The server audit specification is also disabled by default, you can right click to enable.  It doesn't 
collect any data if it's disabled. 
 

 

Creating a Database Audit  
The second of two optional audits is the database audit specification. These are in each database, 
you have to go to the database security section and right click. 

 

A dialog box comes up and the options will be discussed below.  
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Suggestions on how to configure your database audit specification: 

• Name:  I always name it underscore database name because it helps identify what database 
it’s auditing like DatabaseAuditSpecification_Auditing.  

• Audit:  You need to associate it to your audit specification. There is a dropdown with your 
audit specifications listed.  You need this because this is where your audit data will live. 

• Actions: I'm capturing perms and schema changes at the database level. Don't use this if 
you're already getting database and schema changes at the server audit level or you wind 
up with duplicate audit records.  

Where the database audit really shines is when you want to audit objects because you can audit things 
like insert, update, delete, select, and execute on objects in the database, like tables, views, and stored 
procedures.  These action types do require you to fill in all the additional columns for the audit actions 
depending on the object class. 

Let's look at an example.  

 

Suggestions on how to configure your database audit specification when auditing specific objects, 
schemas or databases: 

Be very careful auditing entire schemas or 
databases. They can overload your audit 
and/or server. 
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• Name:  I always name it underscore something descriptive to its purpose because it helps 
identify what it’s auditing.  

• Audit:  You need to associate it to your audit specification. There is a dropdown with your 
audit specifications listed.  You need this because this is where your audit data will live. 

• Actions:   
o Audit Action Type:   

▪ INSERT – gives you the ability to see who inserts to a table, schema, or 
database.   

▪ UPDATE - gives you the ability to see who updates a table, schema, or 
database.  

▪ EXECUTE - gives you the ability to see who executes on a stored procedure, 
function, schema, or database.  

▪ SELECT - gives you the ability to see who selects from a table, schema, or 
database.  

▪ DELETE - gives you the ability to see who deletes from a table, schema, or 
database 

o Object Class:   
▪ OBJECT:  Choose this to see queries against a specific table, view, stored 

procedure, or function.  
▪ SCHEMA:  Choose this to see queries against any object in a schema 
▪ DATABASE:  Choose this to see queries against any object in a database 

o Object Schema:  Required for OBJECT or SCHEMA object classes 
o Object Name: Required for OBJECT class  
o Principal Name: Required for OBJECT, SCHEMA, and DATABASE classes.  Use public if 

you want to audit everyone.  If you want to audit multiple users, you need one line 
for each user.   

Once you create the database audit it’s also disabled by default, you can right click enable it. It won't 
collect data when it's disabled. 
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Querying Audit Data  

 

You can query the audit via the GUI by right clicking the audit specification to view the audit logs.  A 

dialog box pops up with the 1000 most recent events.  Maybe there's nothing listed because nothing 

auditable happened yet.  Maybe you'll see tons because there's a bunch of stuff happening in the 

background that you didn't realize was happening. 

 

Disclaimer on Auditing  
Be very careful how and what you audit.  You can overload or freeze up a production server.  It 

happened to me when I didn't even think it was possible to crash a production server with an audit. I 

just thought somehow, I could stop the audit in between things it was auditing.  Sometimes it's going 

to be hard to stop your audit if it's auditing too much or it's going to be so hard to weed through all 

the data, it will be like trying to find a needle in a haystack with all the stuff you're auditing.  I just go 

with the less is more method of auditing. 
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Ahmad was a SQL brain and a former SQL MVP. A prolific speaker, 

he delivered sessions across India for the SQL community. An avid 

author, he wrote many books on Azure SQL. A humble & kind 

hearted individual, he was always willing to help others, 

unconditionally. Ahmad passed away at the tender age of 36, 

leaving behind his mother, sister, wife & two-month-old son. An 

unimaginable tragedy. Ahmad was the only earning member of his 

family. The fundraiser will support Ahmad's wife, Shakeeba Javed. 

She has not yet come to terms with this personal catastrophe. She 

has to rebuild, almost everything, a monumental task ahead of her. 

Let's support her so that she can give quality education & life to 

their son. 

DONATE NOW 

It is with deep sadness that we’re writing these words. As everyone 

is no doubt aware by now, Gareth Swanepoel passed away on 

January 8th, 2021.  A father, a Husband, a Son, and a Friend to so 

many people. 

 

An extraordinary person - Kind, caring, fun, genuine, and a heart of 

gold. His presence brought happiness to any room, the life and soul 

of any party. He lived life to the full and, as a result, many have 

shared some incredible, unforgettable memories with him. We’re 

lucky to have known him, privileged in fact, and many hearts have 

truly broken, now that he is no longer with us. 

DONATE NOW 
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y tip this month is mainly a tip on style, but if you follow it, a side effect might be that you 

will be starting to write faster and more correct UNION queries. 

We will work with these two tables: 

CREATE TABLE dbo.EastTransactions( 

       TransactionID      int          NOT NULL, 

       Name               nvarchar(20) NOT NULL, 

       Qty                int          NOT NULL, 

       TransDate          date         NOT NULL, 

       CONSTRAINT pk_EastTransactions PRIMARY KEY (TransactionID) 

) 

CREATE INDEX Name_TransDate_ix  

     ON dbo.EastTransactions(Name, TransDate) INCLUDE (Qty) 

CREATE TABLE dbo.WestTransactions( 

       TransactionID      int          NOT NULL, 

       Name               nvarchar(20) NOT NULL, 

       Qty                int          NOT NULL, 

       TransDate          date         NOT NULL, 

       CONSTRAINT pk_WestTransactions PRIMARY KEY (TransactionID) 

) 

INSERT dbo.EastTransactions (TransactionID, Name, Qty, TransDate) 

  VALUES(1, 'Adam',  20, '2020-01-15'), 

        (2, 'Tina',  10, '2020-01-16'), 

        (3, 'Sue',   19, '2020-01-16'), 

        (4, 'Adam',  20, '2020-01-19'), 

        (5, 'Pat',   12, '2020-01-22'), 

        (6, 'Sue',   19, '2020-02-16') 

 

M 

A Tip on Writing 
UNION Queries 
Erland Sommarskog 

https://www.sommarskog.se/
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INSERT dbo.WestTransactions (TransactionID, Name, Qty, TransDate) 

  VALUES(1, 'Ben',   12, '2020-01-12'), 

        (2, 'Tina',  10, '2020-01-16'), 

        (3, 'Adam',  14, '2020-01-19'), 

        (4, 'Pat',   12, '2020-01-25'), 

        (5, 'Pat',   31, '2020-01-25'), 

        (6, 'Ben',   14, '2020-01-30')  

 

While these two tables have the same structure, I like to point out that they are from different banks 

and the transactions IDs are unrelated from each other. The persons are the same, though. 

You may know that you can use UNION to combine the result sets of two different queries into a single 

result set. But are you aware of the fine print? Consider the query below. Before you go on, think for 

a second or two on what result you expect! 

SELECT Name FROM dbo.EastTransactions 

UNION 

SELECT Name FROM dbo.WestTransactions 

 

This is the output: 

Name 

-------------------- 

Adam 

Ben 

Pat 

Sue 

Tina 

 

Despite that there are in total 12 rows in the two tables, we only got five rows back. If you look more 

closely, you will see that all duplicates were removed and we got the distinct names. 

This is because UNION is a set operator. It takes two sets, and forms the union of the two sets. You 

may know that relational databases are based on set theory, and in a set, a value cannot appear more 

than once. Therefore, UNION removes duplicates, not only in the intersection of the two sets (Adam, 

Pat and Tina), but also duplicates within the individual sets (Sue and Ben). 

In case you don’t want duplicates removed, SQL also provides the operator UNION ALL, and if you 

change UNION to UNION ALL in the query above, you get 12 rows back. 

Now, here is an observation: While relational databases are based on set theory, we rarely use them 

to solve problems with sets as such. Rather, we use them to work with our data. And my experience 

after all these years with SQL is that in 95 % of the time or so, we don’t want those duplicates removed. 

It could be that we know that there can’t be any duplicates, or removing the duplicates would simply 

yield incorrect results. We will see examples of this later on. 
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I will have to say that I find it unfortunate that the default option, that is, UNION without ALL, is the 

special case that we only use sometimes. When I see a query that has UNION without ALL, I always 

get a sense of uncertainty: was the programmer aware of that UNION removes all duplicates when he 

or she wrote the query? When I write UNION queries myself where I want distinct values, I like to 

make that clear, so that anyone reading my code understands my intention. 

Therefore, I like to introduce this rule to you: Never use UNION, always use UNION ALL. When you 

want distinct values, and wrap the UNION ALL in an outer DISTINCT query. For instance, if we want to 

see the distinct persons who have made the transactions in the two banks, the query above should be 

written this way, according to this rule: 

SELECT DISTINCT Name  

FROM (SELECT Name FROM dbo.EastTransactions 

      UNION ALL 

      SELECT Name FROM dbo.WestTransactions) AS u 

 

This makes it clear to everyone that I want the distinct name, and the output is just not by 

happenstance. 

Always using UNION ALL can also help us with performance. As you may understand, weeding out 

duplicates is nothing that comes for free, but SQL Server has to spend resources on sorting or removing 

duplicates by some other means. Consider this query: 

SELECT TransactionID, Qty, TransDate  

FROM   dbo.EastTransactions 

WHERE  Name = 'Adam' 

UNION 

SELECT TransactionID, Qty, TransDate  

FROM   dbo.EastTransactions 

WHERE  Name = 'Tina' 

 

Since TransactionID is a unique key, and the WHERE clauses qualify different rows, we know that there 

cannot be any duplicates, so UNION or UNION ALL may not seem to matter. But here is the query plan: 
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As you can see, the optimizer felt obliged to add a Distinct Sort operator to the plan. You may also 

note that the operators to the right are both scans. Change UNION to UNION ALL, and the plan looks 

like this: 

 

There is no Sort operator, and there are Index Seeks instead of scans. 

The lesson is that even if you know that the individual queries in your UNION query produces results 

that do not overlap, SQL Server may not be able to understand this, so you can help the optimizer by 

using UNION ALL to permit SQL Server to arrive at a more efficient plan. 

Carelessly using UNION without ALL, can lead to incorrect results. Say that we want to compute the 

total quantity for all persons across both banks. We might try this query: 

 

SELECT Name, SUM(Qty) AS total 

FROM   (SELECT Name, Qty 

        FROM   dbo.EastTransactions 

        UNION 

        SELECT Name, Qty 

        FROM   dbo.WestTransactions) AS u 

GROUP BY Name 

 

That is, we write a UNION query to get Name and Qty from the two banks, and then wrap that in a 

GROUP BY query to compute the sums. This is the output: 

Name                 total 

-------------------- ----------- 

Adam                 34 

Ben                  26 

Pat                  43 

Sue                  19 

Tina                 10 
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If you go back and look at what’s in the tables, you will find that the result is incorrect for everyone 

but Ben. This is because Adam, Pat, Tina and Sue all have made two transactions with the same 

quantity, and when we select only Name and Qty, this results in duplicates that UNION removes. 

Change to UNION ALL, and we get the correct results: 

Name                 total 

-------------------- ----------- 

Adam                 54 

Ben                  26 

Pat                  55 

Sue                  38 

Tina                 20 

 

Some readers may prefer to write one aggregation per table, and then sum up those aggregations in 

the outer query. You may think that in this case it may not matter if you have UNION or UNION ALL: 

SELECT Name, SUM(total) 

FROM   (SELECT Name, SUM(Qty) AS total 

        FROM   dbo.EastTransactions 

        GROUP  BY Name 

        UNION  

        SELECT Name, SUM(Qty) AS total 

        FROM   dbo.WestTransactions 

        GROUP  BY Name) AS u 

GROUP BY Name 

Not only is this more long-winded and less efficient, since SQL Server has to perform multiple 

aggregations, but the query also returns incorrect results for one person – can you see whom and 

why? 

Once you have acquired the habit of always using UNION ALL and never use UNION, you will never be 

making mistakes like this one any more. 

I hope to be back with a new tip in the next month of the SQLServerGeeks Magazine! 
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About Erland Sommarskog 

Erland Sommarskog is an independent consultant based in Stockholm, working 

with SQL Server since 1991. He was first awarded SQL Server MVP in 2001, and 

has been re-awarded every year since. 

 

 

 

 

Non-Tech World of Erland Sommarskog 

Erland plays bridge (when there is not a pandemic), enjoys travelling (when there is not a pandemic), 

and in the far too short Swedish summer he goes hiking and biking in the forests and around the lakes 

around Stockholm.  

Questions?  Comments?  Talk to the author today. Erland Sommarskog. 

LEARN MORE 

Want to write for the magazine? Comments? Feedback? Reach out to us at 

magazine@sqlservergeeks.com 
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Data 
e are getting more and more data. Everything we do generates data. When looking at the 

volume of data, International Data Corp (IDC) research estimates that in 2016 we had 16 

Zettabytes of data, where one Zettabyte is approximately a billion Terabytes! so 16 Zb is a 

lot! However, the research mentioned above also says that by 2025 we will have 163 Zb worth of data!  

Obviously, you or I or our businesses will most likely not have that large amount of data, but we will 

definitely look at Petabytes (PB) volumes (1 PB = 1024 TB). We may even have data in the Exabyte (EB) 

range (1 EB = 1024 PB). We are not collecting this data just for fun. The reason for having all this data 

is that we want to get a competitive edge by integrating the data into our systems, managing the data 

and, most importantly, analyzing the data. 

How do we do this (integrate, manage, analyze) with that amount of data and the fact that the data 

comes in all shapes and types; relational data, NoSQL, files, etc. 

SQL Server 
I come back to handling all this data shortly, but before that, let us think about the evolution of SQL 

Server throughout the years. 

From its "humble beginnings" as another flavor of Ashton Tate/Sybase, Microsoft evolved SQL Server 

throughout the years: 

• SQL Server 7.0 - re-write of the codebase in C++, introducing: User Mode Scheduling, (UMS), 

and a multi-dimensional database called SQL OLAP Services. 

• SQL Server 2000 - OLAP Services became Analysis Services. 

• SQL Server 2005 - this was a massive release! Microsoft introduced, among other things, SQL 

Server Integration Services, the XML data type, SQL Server Service Broker, and my favorite: 

SQLCLR. 

• SQL Server 2016 - in this release Microsoft introduced SQL Server Machine Learning Services, 

(the ability to call R code from T-SQL). Microsoft also added PolyBase, which in this release 

allowed the creation of External Table(s) against Hadoop data.  

• SQL Server 2017 - Microsoft added Python in addition to R in SQL Server Machine Learning 

Services. Also - another biggie - for the first time: SQL Server on Linux, as well as containers! 

• SQL Server 2019 - Java is added in addition to R and Python, and it is introduced as SQL Server 

Extensibility Framework. PolyBase is greatly enhanced, and we can now create external tables 

W 
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against relational databases, as well as MongoDB and CosmosDB, plus generic ODBC data 

sources. 

From the above, which is by no means complete, we see how Microsoft has evolved SQL Server to be 

an exceptional relational database and an engine that can do many things related to data. 

Coming back to what I asked above about integrating, managing, and analyzing all types of data, 

Microsoft sees SQL Server as the hub in all this, and the solution is SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster. 

The idea is that with SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster (BDC), we should be able to handle (manage, 

integrate, analyze) not only relational data but also other types of data (Big Data) and extend SQL 

Server to handle data in the petabyte range. 

SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster 
With the above in mind, we suspect that a BDC is not your father's SQL Server; it is an entirely different 

"beast". 

As the name implies, a BDC is a cluster of "things". When you deploy the BDC, you deploy: 

• Multiple instances of SQL Server.  

• Hadoop File System (HDFS). For storage of "big data". 

• Apache Spark. For analysis of your data. 

• Other open source components, such as Grafana, Elastic Search, InfluxDB, etc. 

By having SQL Server, HDFS, and Apache Spark in the cluster, you can process and analyze massive 

amounts of data, not only relational data but also big data. 

A difference from a "normal" SQL Server installation is that the SQL Server instances in a BDC are SQL 

Server on Linux running in containers. All components in a BDC run in containers, and since we now 

have multiple containers, we need something that manages and orchestrates the containers and their 

workload. For this, we use Kubernetes. So, when we deploy a BDC, we deploy it into a Kubernetes 

cluster. The type of Kubernetes cluster does not matter that much. It can be in the cloud or on-prem. 

I always deploy to Azure and the Azure Kubernetes Service, but as I said - it can essentially be any 

cluster. 

Installing / Deployment 
Above I mentioned how the BDC is not your father's SQL Server, and what you do to install/deploy a 

BDC drives that home even more.  

If you, like me, have worked with SQL Server for a while, you are probably quite familiar with installing 

SQL Server instances by mounting an ISO file and running setup; well, you can forget all that when you 

deploy a BDC. Instead, the setup is done via Python scripts or a wizard in Azure Data Studio (ADS)! 

I will not go into detail about how to deploy the BDC but instead point you to some resources about 

BDC deployment: 

• How to deploy SQL Server Big Data Clusters on Kubernetes]: This is the official Microsoft 

documentation for deploying a BDC. 

• How to Deploy a Big Data Cluster to a Single Node Kubeadm Cluster: A post by my friend and 

BDC guru Mohammad Darab about deploying to an on-prem single node cluster. 

• How to Deploy a Big Data Cluster to a Multi Node Kubeadm Cluster: A second post by 

Mohammad, this time he deploys to an on-prem multi node cluster. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/deployment-guidance?view=sql-server-ver15#deploy
https://mohammaddarab.com/how-to-deploy-a-big-data-cluster-to-a-single-node-kubeadm-cluster/
https://mohammaddarab.com/
https://mohammaddarab.com/how-to-deploy-a-big-data-cluster-to-a-multi-node-kubeadm-cluster/
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• How to Deploy SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster Using Azure Data Studio: The link here is to a 

blog post by "yours truly" about how to deploy to Azure using ADS. 

Let us now look at the architecture of a BDC. 

Architecture 
I mentioned above how the various BDC components are deployed as containers into a Kubernetes 

cluster. When reading documentation around the BDC, you may see a diagram depicting the 

architecture looking something like so: 

 

Figure 1: BDC Architecture 

When you look at Figure 1, what you see to the left of the dotted line is Kubernetes specific 

components. In addition to the Kubernetes specific parts, it also contains shared services for the 

cluster, such as Kibana, Grafana, and Elastic Search. 

To the right of Figure 1's dotted line are the various components of the BDC, and when discussing the 

components, we often group them into groups (pools) based on the function they perform. 

Master Pool 
The Master pool contains the SQL Server master instance, the instance we communicate with via the 

TDS protocol. The SQL Server instance in the pool handles OLTP workloads as well as persistence of 

relational data. The SQL Server instance in this pool is what we communicate through when we query 

Hadoop, etc. 

Compute Pool 
The Compute pool pod looks very similar to the Master pool pod; it contains one or more SQL Server 

instances. The Compute pool provides scale-out computational resources for a SQL Server BDC. They 

SQL Server instance(s) are used to offload computational work, or intermediate result sets, from the 

SQL Server master instance. For you who have worked with PolyBase before, it is a fully configured 

PolyBase Scale-Out Group. 

https://nielsberglund.com/2019/12/23/how-to-deploy-sql-server-2019-big-data-cluster-using-azure-data-studio/
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Data Pool 
The Data pool has, by default, two SQL Server instances installed, and the reason is that the Data pool 

acts as a persisting and caching layer of external data. Thus, the Data pool allows for performance 

querying of cached data against external data sources and offloading of work. 

Storage Pool 
In the Storage pool, we have HDFS and Apache Spark. The Storage pool is where we store "Big Data". 

In Figure 1, you see a green "blob" underneath the Storage pool block, looking like files. That 

represents the ability to mount external HDFS data sources into the Storage pool cluster. You access 

the data stored in the Storage pool via the SQL Server master instance (in the Master pool) and 

PolyBase external tables. 

Above, I mentioned how we have HDFS and Apache Spark in the Storage pool, but in Figure 1, there is 

also a SQL Server instance. The reason for having a SQL Server instance in the Storage pool is that the 

BDC uses the SQL Server instance(s) to optimize the access of the data stored in the HDFS data nodes. 

App Pool 
The BDC allows for deployment of applications into the BDC, and any applications deployed end up in 

the App pool. The advantage of deploying into a BDC is that the application(s) benefit from the 

computational power of the cluster and can access the data that is available on the cluster. 

Integrating & Managing Data 
With the capabilities the BDC provides, you have a great degree of flexibility around how you deal with 

your data: 

• PolyBase gives you the ability to query external data sources without moving or copying the 

data. 

• The Storage pool and HDFS allows you to store big data. Then, when the data is stored, you 

can query the data via PolyBase. 

• You can create data marts across cached data in the Data pool. 

Analyzing Data 
The BDC allows you to do AI and Machine Learning tasks on the data stored in both SQL Server and 

HDFS. For analysis and ML, you can use Apache Spark as well the AI and ML tools in SQL Server Machine 

Learning Services: 

 

Figure 2:  AI/ML Flow in SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster 

In Figure 2, which is a picture from the official Microsoft BDC documentation, we see: 

• Data ingested into the Storage pool (HDFS) and the Data pool via Spark streaming and/or 

Apache Kafka. 
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• Creating machine learning/AI models using Spark, Spark ML, and  SQL Server Machine Learning 

Services. 

• Persisting those models to the SQL server instance in the Master pool. 

• Serving the models from the Master pool. 

• Using applications and BI tools to analyze the data. 

And all of the above comes out of the box with SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster! 

Summary 
SQL Server 2019 Big Data Cluster allows us to integrate, manage and analyze data in the Petabyte 

range. It enables us to integrate relational data, semi-structured and unstructured data. When 

deploying a BDC, you get out of the box: 

• SQL Server. 

• Hadoop File System (HDFS). 

• Apache Spark. 

The BDC allows you to read, write, and process big data from Transact-SQL or Spark, allowing you to 

easily combine and analyze your high-value relational data with high-volume big data. 
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here. DPS 2021 (#DPS2021) has been 
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is now free if you book any one Training Class. 
Read on to know more. 

I will take you on an exhilarating journey, into 
the world of Data, Analytics and AI. Be a part 
of the action this September, to learn & grow 
your technical skills with some deep technical 
content from the world’s best Data 
Professionals. 

 Data Platform Virtual Summit will run from Sep 13 to 18. Pre-Cons on Sep 8 & Sep 9. 
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Round Tables 

Data Gurukul Exhibitor Hall 

Building on the success from last year, DPS 2021 will be virtual and will run for 54 hours – covering the 

entire globe. Brilliant minds, spanning over different continents, will defy geographical boundaries and 

come together to pull-off this spectacle.  

A 100% technical learning event with 150+ Breakout Sessions, 20+ Training Classes, 100+ World’s Best 

Educators & 54 hours of conference sessions , makes DPS 2021 one of the largest online learning  

events on Microsoft Azure Data, Analytics & Artificial Intelligence. 

Last year, Data Platform Summit 
transitioned into a virtual event. We 
brought you 30+ Training Classes, 200+ 
Breakout Sessions, 170+ World’s Best 
Educators, 48 hours of Pre-Cons, 48 
hours of Post-Cons & 72 hours of non-
stop conference sessions – DPS 2020 
was the largest online learning event 
on Microsoft Azure Data, Analytics & 
Artificial Intelligence. 

For your comfort, we will cover all time zones, 
running continuously. The event is coming to 
your country, your city, your home! So, now 
being virtual, DPS has a bigger participation from 
Microsoft Redmond based Product Teams & 
worldwide MVPs. 

Now comes the exciting part! Our virtual 
conferencing platform. You will be delighted to 
experience the incredible interactivity of the 
platform – truly immersive! 

 

  

Virtual World 
of DPS 

Breakout Session Room 

https://dataplatformgeeks.com/dps2021/sessions-agenda-schedule/
https://dataplatformgeeks.com/dps2021/training-classes/
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n this article, we will see how SQL Server optimises Tempdb logging for faster CRUD operations. 
For the purpose of this tutorial, we will perform the same operations in a regular user database 
versus Tempdb, and note down execution time (performance comparison). 

Let’s create a test table in user database (AdventureWorks2016) and perform an INSERT of 10000 
records in a loop. 

-- change database context 

use AdventureWorks2016 

GO 

 

-- Create table testtable 

IF OBJECT_ID('dbo.testtable', 'U') IS NOT NULL DROP TABLE 

dbo.testtable; 

GO 

 

-- creating a table 

-- 1 record per page (just for the test) 

create table testtable 

(name char(8000) default 'Hi') 

 

-- Insert 10000 records (note: this is user database) 

-- note the total execution time 

SET NOCOUNT ON; 

declare @cnt int = 0 

while @cnt<10000 

begin 

INSERT INTO dbo.testtable DEFAULT VALUES; 

set @cnt=@cnt+1 

end 

GO 

 
Total execution time in user database?  

The total execution time of INSERT loop on my slow VM is 8 seconds. Your’s may be a bit faster 😊 

Now let’s do the same in Tempdb. 

 

I 

Faster INSERTs in 
Tempdb – 
Optimized/Minimal 
Tempdb Logging 

 
Amit Bansal |     @A_Bansal 

https://twitter.com/A_Bansal
https://twitter.com/A_Bansal
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-- Lets do the same in Tempdb database 

-- change database context 

use tempdb 

GO 

 
 
 

-- Create table testtable 

IF OBJECT_ID('dbo.testtable', 'U') IS NOT NULL DROP TABLE 

dbo.testtable; 

GO 

 

-- creating a table 

-- 1 record per page (just for the test) 

create table testtable 

(name char(8000) default 'Hi') 

 

-- Insert 10000 records (note: this is Tempdb database) 

-- note the total execution time 

SET NOCOUNT ON; 

declare @cnt int = 0 

while @cnt<10000 

begin 

INSERT INTO dbo.testtable DEFAULT VALUES; 

set @cnt=@cnt+1 

end 

GO 

 
Total execution time in Tempdb? 
In Tempdb, the INSERT operation takes less than 1 second. 8 seconds vs less than a second -That is 
quite a difference. 

This happens because of minimal logging in Tempdb. In other words, Optimized Tempdb logging. SQL 
Server generates far less log bytes for Tempdb log file because unlike a user database, Tempdb only 
has take care of UNDO, not REDO. TempDB is a throwaway database. In case of crash recovery, SQL 
Server has to perform UNDO & REDO for a user database. But for Tempdb, since it is always recreated 
on instance start, there is no redo information needed. 

Let’s explore the internals. 

We will recreate the tables and just insert one record and check the log records. 

-- Lets explore some internals 

-- This time let's insert only 1 record 

 

-- change database context to user database 

use AdventureWorks2016 

GO 

 

-- DROP testtable 

DROP TABLE dbo.testtable; 

GO 

 

-- creating the table again 

create table testtable 

(name char(8000) default 'Hi') 

GO 
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-- clean starting point 

checkpoint 

GO 

 

-- Insert 1 record 

INSERT INTO dbo.testtable DEFAULT VALUES; 

GO 

 

-- Lets do the same in Tempdb 

-- change database context to Temdb 

 

use tempdb 

GO 

 

-- DROP testtable 

DROP TABLE dbo.testtable; 

GO 

 

-- creating the table again 

create table testtable 

(name char(8000) default 'Hi') 

GO 

 

-- clean starting point 

checkpoint 

GO 

 

-- Insert 1 record 

INSERT INTO dbo.testtable DEFAULT VALUES; 

 

Now let’s check the log records for both the databases. 

-- Lets compare the Log Records 

-- run from Start to finish as a single batch 

--Start 

use AdventureWorks2016 

GO 

 

select Operation, from fn_dblog (NULL, NULL) 

where Operation = 'LOP_INSERT_ROWS' 

 

use tempdb 

GO 

 

select Operation, [Log Record Fixed Length], [Log Record Length], 

[RowLog Contents 0], [RowLog Contents 1], [RowLog Contents 2], 

[RowLog Contents 3], [RowLog Contents 4], [RowLog Contents 5] from 

fn_dblog (NULL, NULL) 

where Operation = 'LOP_INSERT_ROWS' 

--FInish 

 
Observe: The differences in columns Log Record Length, RowLog Contents 0 & RowLog Contents 2 

 

https://sqlmaestros.com/faster-inserts-in-tempdb-optimized_minimal-tempdb-logging/1_faster-inserts-in-tempdb-optimized_minimal-tempdb-logging/
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So, the key thing to observe is the Log Record Length. 8100 bytes versus 72 bytes. Why 8100 bytes? 
Well, remember our table definition? We had a fixed length character column ‘name’ 8000 bytes. 

You can also compare the content in RowLog Contents 0 and 2 between user database and Tempdb. 

This was an INSERT example. What will be the UNDO of an INSERT? Well ‘no existence’. If this was an 
update operation then SQL Server has to store the before image and after image of the record, and 
numbers would have been different. 

Let’s do an update of this record and observe a few more internals. 

-- Now, let's do an update on both the tables (databases) 

 

-- First, user database update 

 

use AdventureWorks2016 

go 

 

checkpoint 

GO 

 

-- update 1 record 

update testtable 

set name = 'www.DPS10.com' 

 

 

-- Next Tempdb database update 

 

use tempdb 

go 

 

checkpoint 

GO 

 

-- update 1 record 

update testtable 

set name = 'www.DPS10.com' 

 

Now, lets compare the log records again. This time, we are filtering on ‘LOP_MODIFY_ROW’. 

-- Lets compare the Log Records 

-- run from Start to finish as a single batch 

--Start 

use AdventureWorks2016 

GO 

 

select Operation, [Log Record Fixed Length], [Log Record Length], 

[RowLog Contents 0], [RowLog Contents 1], [RowLog Contents 2], 

[RowLog Contents 3], [RowLog Contents 4], [RowLog Contents 5] from 

fn_dblog (NULL, NULL) 

where Operation = 'LOP_MODIFY_ROW' 

 

use tempdb 

GO 

 

select Operation, [Log Record Fixed Length], [Log Record Length], 

[RowLog Contents 0], [RowLog Contents 1], [RowLog Contents 2], 
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[RowLog Contents 3], [RowLog Contents 4], [RowLog Contents 5] from 

fn_dblog (NULL, NULL) 

where Operation = 'LOP_MODIFY_ROW' 

--FInish 

Observe: The differences in columns Log Record Length, RowLog Contents 

 

This time the difference in bytes is quite less. The update is only for 13 characters 
(https://www.DPS10.com) (26 bytes) + some overhead. 

Also note the undo content for Tempdb now in RowLog Contents 0. 

You can try a few more things. Eg; increase the length of the character data and fire an update and 
observe the difference. Perform a delete and observe the difference, so on. 

Pro Tip #1: Yes, use Tempdb for all temporary data, ETL, etc. 

Pro Tip #2: The age old best practice – focus on the choice of data types! 
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Learning  
Opportunities 

South Florida Data Geeks 

7 August 2021 
Data Geeks Saturday is a full day of quality 

training for Data Professionals to learn 

about Data Platform Development 

FREE LIVE STREAM Training 
13 July 2021 Onwards 
LIVE Webinars on a variety of 

technologies in the Data, Analytics & AI 

space. 

Singapore Azure Data User Group 
15 July 2021 
#DataSessions is a Live Webinar organized by 

Singapore Azure Data User Group. 

Data Platform Virtual Summit 

13-18 Sep 2021 
Accelerating Data Driven Success 

Eight KB 
28 July 2021 

It’s that time again! Time to register for the 

biggest SQL Server Internals Conference on 

the Internet! 

 

#DataWeekender 

08 July 2021 
We have teamed up with Microsoft to 

bring you the #DataWeekender Cloud 

Challenge. 
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Rob Sewell’s bikes to see  
buttercups and bluebells 

Finally, Grant Fritchey spots a 
Blue Whale. 

Tim Radney prints over 21,000 ear 
savers. Incredible. 

Want to be featured here? Just tag @SQLServerGeeks in your tweet. 
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{Place your company ad here and reach out to our readers} 

{Talk to us today. Drop an email at magazine@sqlservergeeks.com} 
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Cloud-Based ETL with Azure Data Factory and Azure Functions by Benjamin Kettner 

SQL Server 2019: Building a Foundation with Persistent Memory by David Pless & Brian Carrig 

Text Mining with TSQL by Dejan Sarka 

Build Modern Cloud Native Applications with Kubernetes and OSS Databases (MySQL & Postgres) by 

Sunitha Muthukrishna 

Mastering Tempdb by Monica Rathbun 

Unlocking New Visualizations and Features in Power BI by Reid Havens 

Power Apps and AI - A Flow of Location Events by Jeremy Frye 

Power BI for Ticketing and Subscription: A design pattern review by Reza Rad 

Functional Python for the ETL Developer by Joshua Higginbotham 

Querying best practices for Azure Synapse Analytics by Charley Hanania 

Azure AI, Power new possibilities for every organization by Lindsey Allen 

Applied AI Practical Use Case : Content Classification of Network drives by Prashant G Bhoyar 

Monitor Your Data in Real-time with Microsoft Power BI by Miguel Martinez & Peter Myers 

What is Azure Arc Enabled Managed Instance? by Vin Yu 

Harnessing Data With Synapse Analytics by Shikha Agrawal 

Challenges to Overcome while Building Machine Translation Models for Indian Languages by Krishna Doss 

Mohan 

Developing sophisticated virtual assistants using the Microsoft Conversational AI Platform by Gary Pretty 

Inside QnA Maker by Neha Rajput 

Machine Learning in Power BI by Alex Whittles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DPS Team is progressively releasing DPS 2020 content for the community. You can have free 
access and watch the sessions on-demand. Each day, new content, from last year's conference. 
  

DPS 2020 
FREE content 
every day 

Learn More 

Sessions Released from June 7, 2021 Onwards 
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